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Course Title: Music Technology
Course Number:

Teacher: Mr. Gallant
Classroom: Chorus Room
Contact Information: Email: jgallant@bbrsd.org

Phone: ext.2160
Extra-Help: Thursday after school

Tahanto’s Core Values and Beliefs

Our core values guide our decisions and anchor our actions in the pursuit of
learning. We are committed to fostering:

Determination Education Enrichment Responsibility
problem solving critical thinking creativity strong sense of
perseverance access to resources extra-curricular community
desire to succeed technology opportunities service to others
pride effective communication confidence collaboration

applying knowledge self-reflection
outside of school respect and empathy

for others
positive
contributions to the
community

Tahanto’s Mission Statement

Our mission is to support and to challenge students in achieving personal and
academic excellence in a safe, collaborative, and student-centered environment.

Tahanto’s Vision Statement

Our vision is to create a tradition of developing responsible and reflective citizens
who are college/career ready and life-long learners.

Expectations

mailto:jgallant@bbrsd.org
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Music Technology (2.5 Credits): Students will learn the basics of recording as well as producing live events
such as concerts, lectures, or dances. Students will be introduced to Logic Pro, MIDI interface, Noteflight, and
more as they learn the skills to produce high quality audio projects.

Audio Portfolio
For each process being taught, students will be assigned a project. Each project will have an assigned date in
which students will upload an exported audio file to their audio portfolio on Google Docs.

At the end of every quarter, students will be required to organize all of their personal recordings
in a file on Google Docs as their personal audio portfolio. At the end of each quarter, while
students are putting together their portfolios they will be assigned to listen through their
recordings and to complete a Self-Evaluation.

Attendance:
Please refer to the student handbook for attendance policy and make up work policy.

Make up work/Extra Time:
Part of this class is about professionalism including expectations you will find in the professional,
audio engineering world. If you have fallen behind due to illness or for any other reason, the
project is still expected to be done at the assigned time. If you need to put in more time on your
project, you should be able to come and work on it during a study or after school. Check in with
me about if the room is available.

Grading
Your grade in this ensemble is derived from the following:

Class Participation/Attitude and Effort 50%
Individual Projects 30%
Completed Audio Portfolio 20%

Acceptable Use Policy

Please refer to page 66 in the student handbook about the schools Technology Acceptable Use
Policy.

Extra Credit

Students can earn extra credit for performances they have attended. In order to earn the extra
credit students must write a two page reflection/review about the performance hey attended. A
writing prompt can be found on the HS Chorus website. Upon turning in the paper, students
must also present the program, Playbill, or ticket stub from the performance.

Students can also earn extra credit for assistance in production of any Tahanto Event that
requires running any sound equipment.
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Fall Semester Outline

Week 1 and 2: Introduction of the Class
-Syllabus Review and sign off
-Introduction to Logic
-Introduction to Recording
-Introduction to file importing and exporting
-Creation of Google Docs “Music Tech Portfolio”

Project: You will be recording an introduction about yourself. I want you to give me an
idea of who you are through sound. You can talk about yourself, share clips of music you
enjoy listening to, sound bites of your hobbies, or anything else you would like to include.

Week 3: Introduction to audio file editing
-Listening and discussion assignment about sound (Listen to 20KHz Podcast episode)
-Introduction to the editing capabilities of Logic

-how to cut, and adjust cuts
-how to loop selected segments
-how to create multiple tracks in a project

Project: You will be creating a short repeating segment of piece of music. The piece should
be no more than four measures of the original piece and should consist of mostly
instrumental music. Vocals can be used if they are singing in vocables.

Week 4 and 5: Continuation of audio editing
-Discussion on copyright laws
-Lesson on Tempo and Keys (and why they matter)
-Introduction to more editing capabilities of Logic

-how to change tempos
-how to change keys

Project: Using your sample from the previous project, you will be creating your first in
class mashup. I will be looking for a creative use of your sample in another piece of music.
If you need to make any tempo or pitch adjustments, I would encourage you to do so on
the sample segment rather than the larger piece.
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Week 6 and 7: Intro to Studio Recording
-Listening and discussion assignment about recording (Listen to 99% Invisible Podcast

episode)
-Introduction to recording hardware and how to set it up.
-Introduction to the “Automation” tool in Logic

Project: You are going to be creating a 30 min radio set list of a genre of your choice. Keep
in mind that this radio set has to be school appropriate. Using the skills learned in this
segment you are going to work on creating smooth transitions between songs as well as
incorporating classic DJ “talking points” before, between and after your set.

Week 8 and 9: Soundscapes
-Listening and discussion assignment: Sound Layers in media (Listen to 20K Hz episode)
-Expansion of the automation tool (Volume, and Pan)
-Introduction to audio capture

Project: You are going to be creating a spooky soundscape. Your sound scape should tell a
non-verbal story through sound. The goal is to transport the listener into the scene
through sound. Using the automation tools and audio capture, the focus of this project is
to create dimension in your audio project.

Week 10: Introduction to MIDI
-Discussion of MIDI, what its capabilities are and how to use it both for input and export.
-Introduction of MIDI in Logic

Project: You are going to find a MIDI file of a piece of classical music. Then using the
various capabilities of Logic, you are going to change aspects of the file, to make it seem
more “modern.”

Week 11: Composition through MIDI
- Introduction and setup of Noteflight
- Introduction to recording MIDI (using keyboards)
- Introduction to how to input/export midi files
- Introduction of clean up steps when composing in Logic. (Time Quantization)

Project: You are going to do several things in this project. First, you are going to “compose”
Hot Cross Buns in Noteflight and export to Logic. From their you can add whatever audio
plugin you want to the midi file and add any other elements. You are also going to record
in Logic Hot Cross Buns and export it to Noteflight to create a score of what you
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Week 12 to 15: First Composition
- Analysis of electronic music today
- Introduction of Sonata Form
- Developing/Manipulating syths

Project: You are going to produce your first electronic composition/piece. You will develop
your own drum patterns, bass line, and theme and compile them in a the Sonata Form to
create this piece. You will be expected to use all the skills we have learned throughout the
semester to create a creative piece.

Week 16 to 18:Introduction to Audio Journalism: How to tell a story through audio.
- Listening and discussion assignment: Listen to Radiolab/This American Life/ FreshAir
-Storyboarding (How to plan your story)
-Time to Storyboard and collect audio

Project: You are going to create a piece of Audio Journalism where you will be telling a
story about your family’s Holiday Traditions.

Week 19: Portfolio Cleanup and submission
-This is the last opportunity to make sure all projects are submitted and placed in your
google “Audio Portfolio”
-Submission of the Portfolio must be done before the end of the Mid-Term period
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Semester 2:
Week 1 to 3: Melodic and Percussion Sampler

Students will be able to
-Understand the difference between “pitched” and “unpitched” sounds
-Navigate to the Sampler Plugin in Logic
-Edit and input recorded audio into the Sampler Plugin
-Assign home pitch to pitched sample
-Assign singular pitch designations for percussion samples for corresponding

assignments

Week 4 to 5: Audio to Video Project
Students will be able to

-Understand the different layers of audio in a video
-Input a video file into Logic
-Record audio in sync with the video in a variety of different ways.
-Export the project as a new video file for submission

Week 6 to 7: Store Brand Project
Students will be able to

-Change project outline view to show time
-Write a quick script
-Create a unique radio commercial to sell a product of their choice.
-Work as a team to produce a high quality product.

Week 8: School Sound Systems and how they work.
Students will be able to

-recognize import elements to the various school sound systems.
-Turn on the auditorium sound system.
-Prepare a setup for both the simple system and the manual system.
-Walk through both the initial, and secondary troubleshooting procedure.

Week 9: The BOOJ Project:
Students will be able to

-Use previously learned skills to access synthesizer elements
-navigate and adjust synthesizer settings to achieve the desired sound effect.
-be creative to add subtle differences to their project, to make it unique.

Week 10: Intro to Auto-tune
Students will be able to

-Use previously learned skills to record their voice and input it into the project.
-Navigate Logic to turn on the Pitch Correction Plugin
-Navigate Logic to turn on Flex-Pitch to adjust individual pitches.
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Week 11 to 12: Mashup Submission Portal
Students will be able to

-Use previously learned skills to set up their project
-Find the tempo for each element included in their project
-Find the key for each element included in their project.
-Navigate Logic to access the flex tool at the appropriate set up to allow the most

flexibility for their project.
-Create a mashup beyond expectations.

Week 13 to 19: Production Project
Students will be able to

-Use all previously learned skills to create a long formed project.

Week 20 to 21: Organize finalize portfolio, and wright final exam reflection.
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Please read, sign and return to the Mr. Gallant by September 5, 2018.

I have read the following and understand the expectations for this course.  I agree to abide by all rules,
maintain the course materials that are distributed to me, and understand that evening performances are an
integral part of my grade in this course.

___________________________________________________ _______________________
Student Signature Date
(Students can digitally “sign” this by marking it as done on the Chorus Google Classroom. They cannot mark
this done until the Parent/Guardian “signs”)

I have read the following and understand what is expected of my student in this course. We have taken a look
at the calendar and made note of all important dates and understand the expectation that they participate
completely in all performances. We have discussed these expectations, and I will encourage my child to put
forth the best possible effort in order to succeed in all aspects of their class performance.

_________________________________________________ ________________________
Parent/Guardian Signature Date
(Parents, you can digitally “sign” this by adding your email to your students google classroom)


